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Allegro con spirito
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Violin Sonata in A major ‘Kreutzer’ Op. 47
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Adagio sostenuto – Presto
Andante con variazioni
Presto
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Total time: 78.56

BEETHOVEN VIOLIN SONATAS – VOLUME 3
This disc contains many wonders, but even the
best recording engineer cannot capture every
spark in a live concert. The visual dimension is
inevitably lost: here we miss Cédric Tiberghien’s
hands leaping back from a strident piano chord as
if nipped by a mousetrap; or Alina Ibragimova’s
violin bow, shedding increasing hair in the
hardships of the ‘Kreutzer’ sonata. Nor can any
microphone fully convey the audience’s intense
concentration during this final recital in the
team’s Beethoven sonata series at Wigmore Hall.
Throughout the series we sat hypnotised
by the muscular passion of Beethoven’s music
and the performers’ dynamic musicianship. Alina
Ibragimova, born in Russia in 1985, and Cédric
Tiberghien – French, ten years older – first joined
forces under the umbrella of the BBC New
Generation Artists scheme. At the Cheltenham
International Music Festival in 2007 they projected Elgar’s Sonata, previously foreign territory,
with a fire and rapport that took the breath away.
These Beethoven performances contained the
same elements, filtered through longer study of
the music’s subtleties and character, and very
close attention to expression marks.
Beethoven showed remarkable speed developing the piano–violin genre: nine of his ten
sonatas for the instruments were written within
six years. The present recital travels from Op. 12
No. 3, the last in his first complete set of 1797–8,
to the far grander ambitions of Op. 47, the
‘Kreutzer’, first performed in 1803. Bridging the
two, appropriately, comes Op. 30 No. 1 (1801–2),

the sonata for which Op. 47’s tarantella finale
was originally written – only to be shunted aside
and replaced, probably because its brilliance
threatened to overbalance the sonata’s earlier
movements.
The works selected are also bonded by their
background range of eminent figures serving as
godfathers, progenitors, or friends. The figure in
the carpet of Op. 12 No. 3 in E flat major is the
Viennese court’s Kapellmeister Antonio Salieri,
exaggeratedly presented in Peter Shaffer’s play
Amadeus as a flatulently mediocre composer
consumed with envy of Mozart’s genius.
Beethoven’s attitude to Salieri varied, but as a
bumptious young man in Vienna he considered it
worthwhile taking lessons from him in the Italian
vocal style. The Op. 12 set was dedicated to
Salieri, though the fruits of Beethoven’s lessons
seem almost comically absent in this sonata’s
first movement. Marked Allegro con spirito, it is
wickedly full of propulsive drive and changes of
direction – a volatile mood speedily signalled by
Tiberghien’s athletic runs and cascades.
‘Intellect, intellect, intellect’, groaned the
critic of the Allgemeine musicalische Zeitung, ‘but
without nature, without song!’ With the piano’s
halting opening procession, song seems equally
absent in the following Adagio con molta
espressione. Then in the ninth bar Ibragimova
enters bowing legato, and lyrical flight is achieved
in an arching melody long and soulful enough to
suggest Schubert’s later songs without end. The
humorous rondo finale is tied to a four-square,
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Ibragimova’s tone staying relatively slim. Yet
by keeping small Ibragimova valuably restrains
the movement’s pathos, helping to make its
disturbed song linger in the mind. To this fretful
reverie Beethoven’s original tarantella finale
would have provided a jolting contrast; the playful
variation replacement offers more graceful
enchantment.
Finally we reach the ‘Kreutzer’, most brilliant
and taxing of the sonatas. The nickname’s
persistent popularity is ironic, for the esteemed
French violinist Rudolphe Kreutzer, the eventual
dedicatee, took no part in inspiring its creation;
nor, apparently, did he ever perform it. Honours
should go instead to the violinist George
Augustus Polgreen Bridgetower, an African-Polish
mulatto who established a reputation in London
during the 1790s and visited Vienna, and
Beethoven, in 1803. Mindful of his orphaned
tarantella, Beethoven speedily set to work
writing movements of matching brilliance to suit
Bridgetower’s talent; the pair premiered the newly
constituted sonata, with the ink barely dry, on
24 May 1803. Initially Beethoven felt sufficiently
kindly toward his exotic visitor to make a gift of
his tuning fork; but their intimacy abruptly ceased
after Bridgetower let loose an off-colour remark
about a woman, unaware that she was one of the
composer’s friends. In pique and fury Beethoven
removed the dedication to Bridgetower, and
inscribed Kreutzer instead.
Kreutzer thought the piece forbidding – and
probably, with the premiere past, shop-soiled.
The publisher Nikolaus Simrock also dragged

even dim-witted theme, though it doesn’t staunch
Beethoven’s exuberance in forging genuine
instrumental interplay in a sonata officially designated as being ‘for piano, with a violin’. The
eigteenth-century tradition of assuming the
piano’s prominence continued even in the
‘Kreutzer’ (published in 1805 as ‘Sonata for piano
and obbligato violin’), though our ears pick up
a different story, especially with Ibragimova and
Tiberghien bouncing notes off each other or
scampering like cat and mouse.
With Op. 30 No. 1, the background eminence
is Tsar Alexander I, anointed Emperor and
Autocrat of All the Russias only the previous year.
Approving the young Tsar’s reforming agenda,
Beethoven dedicated the three Op. 30 sonatas to
Alexander, who remained a welcome supporter
even after his liberalism retreated, buffeted by the
Napoleonic wars.
Of the three, this A major sonata is the most
intimate and subtlest in its effects. As in Op. 12
No. 3 the emotional weight is centred in the slow
movement, Adagio molto espressivo, one of
Beethoven’s most haunting creations in the
chamber field. Each instrument, intertwined from
the first bar, sports a different character: the violin
cast as the lyrical songbird, soaring in long
phrases (already hinted at in the opening relaxed
Allegro); the piano more like a chicken leisurely
pecking for seeds, following a trail of dotted
rhythms over 41 bars. In the present performance,
aside from Beethoven’s idiosyncratic genius, the
section reveals differences in the way that each
artist projects, with Tiberghien looming larger and
3
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a more linear drama, with variations of increasing
opulence and florid design, capped by an extended coda. Then, after a throat-clearing new
chord, comes the Op. 30 tarantella, a finale
of wheeling fireworks strikingly punctured by
sudden pauses for thought.
The aura surrounding this towering work only
increased with the publication in 1889 of Tolstoy’s
novella The Kreutzer Sonata, where a jealous
husband murders his wife after suspecting her of
an affair with the violinist who visits the house to
play duos. Their repertoire includes Beethoven’s
Op. 47. The husband considers its finale ‘feeble’
and the central variations ‘commonplace’, but the
first movement shakes him to the core, stirring
‘new emotions, new possibilities’. Murderous
possibilities for him, maybe; gloriously transfiguring ones for Ibragimova and Tiberghien. And
for us.

his feet. Writing in October 1804, Beethoven
wondered if Simrock had purchased it from him
‘only to give the moths a feast’. His impatience
must have been heightened by his sense of the
work’s exceptional qualities. Written just before
the ‘Eroica’ Symphony, its dynamic drama far
exceeds anything achieved in the previous
sonatas, with piano and violin locked into arguments quasi-symphonic in scale. Tiberghien’s
forceful piano furthers the powerful rhythmic
drive of the first movement’s Presto; but this
Presto must live in the shadows of the portentous
introduction, Adagio sostenuto, sent on its way
by a splayed first chord from Ibragimova’s violin.
Contrasts, conflicts, hidden relationships linked
to the germinal motif of a rising second: these are
the elements shaping this magnificent creation.
The heavenly second movement, Andante con
variazioni, based on an expansive and comforting
theme that seems to start in mid-stream, pursues

Notes by Geoff Brown © 2011
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Also available on Wigmore Hall Live
from all good record shops and from www.wigmore-hall.org.uk/live

BEETHOVEN
Violin Sonatas – 1
Violin Sonata in D major Op. 12 No. 1
Violin Sonata in A minor Op. 23
Violin Sonata in G major Op. 30 No. 3
Violin Sonata in C minor Op. 30 No. 2
Alina Ibragimova
Cédric Tiberghien
WHLive0036
‘These performances are brimful of life’
(Gramophone); ‘This is very special. Alina
Ibragimova is more than a talented, promising
youngster. She is a mature, intelligent,
impassioned musician, technically and
emotionally focused to a degree that would
be exceptional in any violinist twice her age.
Whether in forte or pianissimo she has the kind
of tone and expression that pins you to the
back of your seat’ (BBC Music Magazine)
GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE

Violin Sonatas – 2
Violin Sonata in F major Op. 24 ‘Spring’
Violin Sonata in A major Op. 12 No. 2
Violin Sonata in G major Op. 96
Alina Ibragimova
Cédric Tiberghien
WHLive0041
‘Every bit as impressive as its predecessor’
(International Record Review)
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Concertgebouw Amsterdam, Carnegie Hall and,
especially, London’s Wigmore Hall. Writing about
the duo in The Times, Geoff Brown stated that
‘these players have the potential to conquer the
world’.

Alina Ibragimova and Cédric Tiberghien met
whilst members of the BBC New Generation
Artists scheme, immediately establishing a
rapport which has brought them invitations from
the world’s leading recital halls, including the

ALINA IBRAGIMOVA
Orchestra. Born in Russia in 1985 Alina is a former
pupil of the Moscow Gnesin and Yehudi Menuhin
schools and the Royal College of Music London,
where her teachers have included Natasha
Boyarsky, Gordan Nikolitch, Christian Tetzlaff.
Alina has been a member of the BBC New
Generation Artists Scheme, a recipient of a
Borletti-Buitoni Trust award, and performs on a
1738 Pietro Guarneri of Venice violin kindly
provided by Georg von Opel.

Performing music from the Baroque to new commissions, Alina Ibragimova has appeared with
orchestras including the London Symphony, BBC
Symphony, Konzerthausorchester Berlin, Stuttgart
Radio Symphony, the Hallé, Netherlands Radio
Philharmonic, Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie
Bremen, and the Philharmonia, with conductors
including Sir Charles Mackerras, Sir John Eliot
Gardiner, Valery Gergiev, Sir Mark Elder and Osmo
Vänskä. As soloist/director Alina has toured with
the Britten Sinfonia and Australian Chamber
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CÉDRIC TIBERGHIEN
Cédric Tiberghien studied at the Paris
Conservatoire with Frédéric Aguessy and Gérard
Frémy and was awarded the Premier Prix in 1992,
aged just seventeen. He was then a prizewinner at
several major international piano competitions
(Bremen, Dublin, Tel Aviv, Geneva, Milan),
culminating with the First Prize at the prestigious
Long-Thibaud Competition in Paris in 1998,
alongside with five special awards, including the
Audience Award and the Orchestra Award. This
propelled on his international career, leading to
over 150 engagements worldwide, including
seven visits to Japan and showcase appearances
throughout Europe.

Cédric Tiberghien’s flourishing international
career takes him to some of the world’s most
prestigious halls, including, to name but a few:
Kennedy Centre in Washington, Carnegie Hall in
New York, Amsterdam Concertgebouw, Musikverein Vienna, Salzburg Mozarteum, Royal Albert
Hall, Wigmore Hall, Barbican Hall and Queen
Elizabeth Hall in London, Bechtsein Hall in Berlin,
Salle Pleyel, Théâtre des Champs-Elysées and
Théâtre du Châtelet in Paris, Sydney Opera and
Tokyo’s Bunka Kaikan and Asahi halls.
With over fifty concertos in his repertoire,
Cédric Tiberghien collaborates with an impressive
line-up of orchestras, including the BBC
Symphony, Sydney Symphony, Washington
National Symphony, Budapest Festival Orchestra,
Tokyo Philarmonic, NHK Symphony, Hamburger
Philharmoniker, Orchestre de la Suisse Romande,
and in France the Philharmonique de RadioFrance, Orchestre de Paris, and the Orchestre
National de France.
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